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About This Content

Get the best Saints Row IV has to offer (don't tell the other packs we said that). Season Pass includes two mission add-on packs
and the ultimate weapon in the alien arsenal: the Rectifier.
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Face Noir is not big budget, fancy facial animation AAA stud. But what it brings is a breath of fresh air to the dried genre and it
is game which contains interesting new gameplay mechanics and interactivity tools making it a diamond in the rough. Story is
structured as a mixture of many noir-based film classics and has many famous cinema moments and mentions.. So, The
Watchmaker has been so far a pretty good game. The controls are quite simple, but the combination you may achieve with them
can be really fun! Somehow it reminded me of the Portal (1 and 2) series but with a steampunk environment.
The 90-year-old-death makes the game very interesting. You not only have to solve very creative puzzles, but also you have to
quick on your solutions. The first 5 minutes can be a bit frustrating while you adapt and learn about the world and environment,
but after you learn the basics, it just go directly to puzzle solving.
If you like difficult and fun puzzle games, definitely you should try this one!
. No matter what genre of gaming you're used to, you'll find something enjoyable here. It has a certain comedic style making it
lovable ^^.

9\/10 would lick shop window again. First impressions is that it seems like a fun and challenging game. A very steep learning
curve. I'd also recommend a controller highly, not sure if this is because i'm used to pressing space to jump but keyboard and
pressing either shift feels unnatural for me. Trying to use a Steam Controller with this and it's okay and works, but i'm sure it's
more to do with the actual controller rather than the game.

Gameplay is unique and a few minor bugs as you'd expect with an early access.

EDIT; Updated keyboard controls!. The Witches' Tea Party is an amazing prequel hell you could say it\u2019s even better than
the first game. But let\u2019s start of this the story.

You play as a young witch named Charlotte going to her first witches Tea Party with her grandmom Marilyn. When they get
there all seams okay, but soon it goes awry among the other witches at the party. So it\u2019s up to Charlotte to find out why
and to make friends with the other witches.

Now in every way this is a great prequel, we find out more world, about Charlotte. About her grandmom Marilyn. We get more
endings and some fun mine games like cooking, or doing side quests.

And we get a bit of sad and heartwarming moments too. Now what I liked most about the game is the characters. I find them
interesting, like Andrea and Renee, I won\u2019t tell you why because of spoilers but I hope to see a game about these two.

The music was good and I liked the art you get after you die or get a bad ending or a cutscenes. And I loved that this game is
longer than the first game.
Now this game does have one or two bugs like a slowdown\/lag and it kind of crashed one and two times for me but that all the
problems I had.

So all in all The Witches' Tea Party is an amazing prequel to the first game that was already vary good too. This game gives us
more about the world and its characters, why\u2019ll this game is not that scary it still is party spooky.

So I say get this game and its ost and art book, and I look forward to the next game by Rabbiton and StarAura.
. WOW! This not only captures classic 70's tatsunoko anime style aesthetics, but it NAILS all the core elements of a great
shooter. Good music, great visual style, fun enemies and dialogue, and your power ups are you combining with other ships to
turn into new super robot forms with new attacks!

Hold shot to release your spread shot, and let go of shot once fully charged to do your stronger attack for that form. If you aren't
combined with any other ships you fire rocket fists. Tons of bullets, real challenge and fun. Only complaint is that until you
knock a few of the achievements out of the way they are huge, linger and cover the screen on the right which makes it tough.
Still those are one time only nuisances per achievement so I could care less. Great shmup! Reminds me of a mix between
Raiden and honestly Gunbird!. Well...
What the♥♥♥♥♥is this difficulty. If zombie or whatever these creatures are hit me once, I die?
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After finishing all of the questes from guys on the first floor i died on the 7th floor. And i have to do all of these quests again?
That is a bit ♥♥♥♥ed up.
Menu is very simple, and they didnt even think about the font. Even tho it is an Indie game, I do not really like it.
Gameplay is very simple and there are no deeper strats, mechanics.
4/10. Hours of mindless fun. Good for when listening to audio books.. this is one of the worst games that i ever palyed. no story,
bored, low amount of weapons and lineage. dont buy and dont play this ♥♥♥♥♥♥ game. and story 4 hours GG :D haha
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Simple RTS probably worth playing for the campaign. Sadly limited to only a few units at a time due to controller-focused
control scheme.. Even though I enjoy games where there are lots of dialogue options (that can actually bring different
consequences), somehow I didn't enjoy when it comes to this game.
Story is tiresome, characters still look pretty generic and the game is pretty short (10 minutes is enough to speak with everyone).
Forgettable experience, even for a cheap game.. Expecting a Summer Sale - Paradox Interactive increased base prices for most
if not all their games.
Anything morally and ethically wrong with it?
Vote with your Money.. Good story, Neil Gaiman's writing is always a pleasure. As for the game the puzzels were to easy, the
soundtrack was repetitive, and the objects you click on were either to close together (making you click one rather then the
other) or not sensitive enough (ending up clicking on it several times). If I were a child I would probably have enjoyed this game
more and found it more challenging but as an adult it was fairly boring. I would maybe recommend this for someone with a 10
year old.. change my review to bad

was EA one day and released in 2 days or less?
i gave it a thumbs up because i thought some dev was putting their heart into this game, no player base, needs more to it ,
animations look like a chopping the tree down with my\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665etc. SORRY not
guying into this getting a refund asap. I had faith but lost it after reading "working on more content and less functionality" really
? WTF. CS:GO real sport!. boring and a .. demo.. for free.. not woth the HDD space thou... i never saw worst controls ever.
yooooooooooooooooooo. Loved this in the initial Aerofly FS. Glad to have it back and for a fair price. Still my favourite
photoreal scenery in any sim to date. Thanks!
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